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Energy-Wise Landscape Design
Habitats and Biota of the Gulf of Mexico:
Before the Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill
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Expanding Our Political Horizons
Save money and energy while adding natural beauty
to your home.

Soils
It’s been ten years since open data first broke onto
the global stage. Over the past decade, thousands of
programmes and projects around the world have
worked to open data and use it to address a myriad of
social and economic challenges. Meanwhile, issues
related to data rights and privacy have moved to the
centre of public and political discourse. As the open
data movement enters a new phase in its evolution,
shifting to target real-world problems and embed
open data thinking into other existing or emerging
communities of practice, big questions still remain.
How will open data initiatives respond to new
concerns about privacy, inclusion, and artificial
intelligence? And what can we learn from the last
decade in order to deliver impact where it is most
needed? The State of Open Data brings together over
60 authors from around the world to address these
questions and to take stock of the real progress made
to date across sectors and around the world,
uncovering the issues that will shape the future of
open data in the years to come.

E-Book Energy Medicine East and West
Horizon blends stories, poems, essays, a play, and
historical material from sixty writers to portray the
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social and literary tradition of a unique region of
Canada. In the process of examining both a state of
mind and the varied imaginative responses to a
sometimes hostile but often generous and aweinspiring environment, this anthology celebrates the
commitment to survival that is at the core of the
Prairie experience.

An Ecosystem Services Approach to
Assessing the Impacts of the Deepwater
Horizon Oil Spill in the Gulf of Mexico
ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR: THE NEW
YORK TIMES • NPR • THE GUARDIAN From pole to
pole and across decades of lived experience, National
Book Award-winning author Barry Lopez delivers his
most far-ranging, yet personal, work to date. Horizon
moves indelibly, immersively, through the author’s
travels to six regions of the world: from Western
Oregon to the High Arctic; from the Galápagos to the
Kenyan desert; from Botany Bay in Australia to finally,
unforgettably, the ice shelves of Antarctica. Along the
way, Lopez probes the long history of humanity’s
thirst for exploration, including the prehistoric peoples
who trekked across Skraeling Island in northern
Canada, the colonialists who plundered Central Africa,
an enlightenment-era Englishman who sailed the
Pacific, a Native American emissary who found his
way into isolationist Japan, and today’s ecotourists in
the tropics. And always, throughout his journeys to
some of the hottest, coldest, and most desolate
places on the globe, Lopez searches for meaning and
purpose in a broken world.
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Heritage and Horizon
A Supposedly Fun Thing I'll Never Do
Again
Craft Horizons
The Saturday Evening Post
Trees, Stars and Birds
New Horizon
Relates the story of a U.S. airman who survived when
his bomber crashed into the sea during World War II,
spent forty-seven days adrift in the ocean before
being rescued by the Japanese Navy, and was held as
a prisoner until the end of the war.

Arab Cooking on a Saskatchewan
Homestead
This expanded, fully updated second edition of the
leading textbook in pedology and soil geomorphology
is invaluable for anyone studying soils, landforms and
landscape change.
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Unbroken
Canada Starwatch
"Physical Geology is a comprehensive introductory
text on the physical aspects of geology, including
rocks and minerals, plate tectonics, earthquakes,
volcanoes, glaciation, groundwater, streams, coasts,
mass wasting, climate change, planetary geology and
much more. It has a strong emphasis on examples
from western Canada, especially British Columbia,
and also includes a chapter devoted to the geological
history of western Canada. The book is a collaboration
of faculty from Earth Science departments at
Universities and Colleges across British Columbia and
elsewhere"--BCcampus website.

The Solar System
As the Gulf of Mexico recovers from the Deepwater
Horizon oil spill, natural resource managers face the
challenge of understanding the impacts of the spill
and setting priorities for restoration work. The full
value of losses resulting from the spill cannot be
captured, however, without consideration of changes
in ecosystem services--the benefits delivered to
society through natural processes. An Ecosystem
Services Approach to Assessing the Impacts of the
Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill in the Gulf of Mexico
discusses the benefits and challenges associated with
using an ecosystem services approach to damage
assessment, describing potential impacts of response
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technologies, exploring the role of resilience, and
offering suggestions for areas of future research. This
report illustrates how this approach might be applied
to coastal wetlands, fisheries, marine mammals, and
the deep sea -- each of which provide key ecosystem
services in the Gulf -- and identifies substantial
differences among these case studies. The report also
discusses the suite of technologies used in the spill
response, including burning, skimming, and chemical
dispersants, and their possible long-term impacts on
ecosystem services.

Canadian Mining Journal
In this exuberantly praised book - a collection of
seven pieces on subjects ranging from television to
tennis, from the Illinois State Fair to the films of David
Lynch, from postmodern literary theory to the
supposed fun of traveling aboard a Caribbean luxury
cruiseliner - David Foster Wallace brings to nonfiction
the same curiosity, hilarity, and exhilarating verbal
facility that has delighted readers of his fiction,
including the bestselling Infinite Jest.

Exploration and Empire
Christian Register
Adapted from the newly revised FOUNDATIONS OF
ASTRONOMY, Sixth Edition, THE SOLAR SYSTEM,
Second Edition contains the introductory and
historical astronomy chapters as well as the planets
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chapters and the last chapter, "Life on Other Worlds".
This newly revised and updated Second Edition shows
students their place in the universe -- not just their
location, but also their role as planet dwellers in an
evolving universe. Fascinating and engaging, the
book illustrates how science works, and how scientists
depend on evidence to test hypotheses. Through a
discussion of this interplay between evidence and
hypothesis, the book provides not just a series of
facts, but also a conceptual framework for
understanding the logic of astronomical knowledge.
Fascinating and vivid, the book conveys the author's
love of the subject, shows students how the universe
can be described by a small set of physical laws, and
illustrates how they can comprehend their place in
the universe by understanding these laws and not
through memorization of facts. The book's use of
mathematics is incorporated into the body of the text
(as well as in separate sections for easy reference),
but the arguments of the text do not depend on
mathematical reasoning, allowing math-averse
students to easily follow the story.

Textile Horizons
Canada
It is anticipated that future volumes will address
issues such as: what are the appropriate sustainability
criteria for organisational objectives in different
industries, cultures and life-cycle stages? What are
the key factors in sustainability strategy
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implementation actions, and how can these be
enhanced for greater sustainability success? And,
what have been the lessons learned from
sustainability-related strategic alliances, networks
and information systems?

Invisible Horizons
David Cronenberg as moved from the depths of lowbudget exploitation horror to become one of North
America's most respected movie directors. Since the
early 1970s, the soft-spoken 'Baron of Blood' has
attracted widespread controversies with a steady
stream of shocks - sec-crazed parasites in Shivers
(1975), exploding heads in Scanners (1981),
revolutionary flesh technology in Videodrome (1983),
mutating bugs in The Fly (1986), car crash scars in
Crash (1996), and psychopathic bursts of gunfire in A
History of Violence (2005). This new study provides
an overview of Cronenberg's films in the light of their
international reception, placing them firmly in the
cultures they influenced. It also highlights oftenignored works, such as the race movie Fast Company
(1979), and includes a chapter on the latest film
Eastern Promises (2007). Amidst bans and boos,
Cronenberg has developed a consistent cult following
for his chronicles of humankind's struggle with its
ever-changing environment, bugged by technology
and changing social roles - becoming a hero of
contemporary culture.

The Unitarian Register
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New Horizons in Research on Sustainable
Organisations
Based on the authors' article first published in the
Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society.

Horizons
In Arab Cooking on a Saskatchewan Homestead, over
200 recipes and the author's recollections from
childhood combine to tell the story of a little-known
group of early immigrants to the Saskatchewan
prairies--the Syrians (most of them later known as
Lebanese). There was a significant Syrian community
in Saskatchewan during the Depression, and as Mr.
Salloum points out, their traditional foods and crops
were well-suited to the dryland farming that the
drought of the 1930s demanded. Thus they thrived
during this difficult period on the prairies. Their
traditional foods--such as yogurt, chickpeas, and
burghul--were, at the time, virtually unknown to their
fellow homesteaders; today, however, these same
foods are an important part of an increasingly varied
and globally influenced North American cuisine.

Canada : Geographical, by J.D. Rogers.
1911
The Ethel Wilson Symposium
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Horizon
Grassroot Horizons
Energy Medicine East and West: A Natural History of
Qi provides a unique, comprehensive overview of Qi
or bioenergy for students and practitioners of energy
medicines, Chinese and Oriental Medicine, and all
disciplines of Complementary and Integrative
Medicine. Mayor and Micozzi start with a comparative
historical account of the ancient concepts of Qi and
vital energy before covering theories of Qi, a
discussion of the organized therapeutic modalities
based upon Qi and its applications to specific health
and medical conditions. Contributions are included
from international experts in the field. The book
moves from anatomical and bioenergetic
complementarity of Western vital energy and Eastern
Qi, through convergence of perspectives and models
to demonstrations of how the traditional therapies are
being melded together in a new, original and creative
synthesis. David Mayor and Marc Micozzi are
experienced medical practitioners, authors and
editors. David Mayor has been actively involved in
bioenergy research, practice and publishing for over
30 years, and is author/editor of Electroacupuncture:
A practical manual and resource (2007), as well as
other acupuncture texts and studies. Marc Micozzi is
Professor in the Department of Physiology and
Biophysics at Georgetown University School of
Medicine, Washington, DC. As author/editor of
Fundamentals of Complementary & Alternative
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Medicine, 4E (2011), and 25 other books, he has been
writing, editing and teaching on bioenergy, Qi and
related topics for 20 years. Endorsements "This
wonderful book has assembled some 25 authors
expressing well a view of qi which entirely does
justice to its nature. Meticulously referenced, it is a
milestone to set beside Maciocias Foundations of
Chinese Medicine and Deadmans Manual of
Acupuncture. Here at last are the beginnings of a true
science of qiThere is truly nothing like it in
contemporary literature. Alone, it lays the foundation
for the beginnings of a modern science of qi."Richard
Bertschinger, Acupuncturist and translator, Somerset,
UK. "This book offers a timely and thorough
examination of the experience and nature of qi,
including a series of fascinating philosophical
discussions with a direct application to our patients.
Required reading for acupuncture practitioners
seeking to justify and clarify their clinical
reasoning."Val Hopwood PhD FCSP, Physiotherapist,
acupuncturist, researcher and educator; Course
director, MSc Acupuncture, Coventry University, UK.
"Over the last decade most books on Asian medicine
paid tribute to the aura of evidence-based medicine –
experience counted little, RCTs were convincing. This
book, at last, returns to an old tradition of debate,
opening up quite a few new horizons. Reading it, my
striving for knowledge was married with enjoyment
and happiness. This book made me happy!" Thomas
Ots MD PhD, Medical acupuncturist specialising in
psychiatry, Graz, Austria; Editor-in-Chief, Deutsche
Zeitschrift für Akupunktur. "To simply review the
chapter headings is to know the truly remarkable
expanse of this booka wonderful bridge between the
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mysteries of the East and the sciences of the
Westwell documented, well written, and enlarging
both. Enlighteningnicely depicts outstanding
advances in energy psychotherapeutics, thus
ultimately helping to move forward the human
condition."Maurie D Pressman MD, Emeritus Clinical
Professor of Psychiatry, Temple University School of
Medicine, Philadelphia, PA; Emeritus Chairman of
Psychiatry, Albert Einstein Medical Center,
Philadelphia PA; past President, International Society
for the Study of Subtle Energies and Energy Medicine,
Lafayette, CO, USA.

Horizon
Sourced From A 1989 Workshop At The East-West
Centre Grassroot Activists And Researchers Build On
Their Varied Personal Experiences To Clarify And
Strengthen The Effectiveness Of Participatory Group
Action In Overcoming Impoverishment, Oppression
And Exclusion In This Muticountry Work. Without
Dustjacket In Good Condition.

The planet Saturn
Geology of the Calgary Area
From early mountain men searching for routes
through the Rockies to West Point soldier-engineers
conducting topographical expeditions, the exploration
of the American West mirrored the development of a
fledgling nation. In his Pulitzer Prize-winning
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Exploration and Empire, William H. Goetzmann
analyzes the special role the explorer played in
shaping the vast region once called "the Great
American Desert." According to Goetzmann, the
exploration of the West was not a haphazard series of
discoveries, but a planned - even programmed activity in which explorers, often armed with
instructions from the federal government, gathered
information that would support national goals for the
new lands. As national needs and the frontier's image
changed, the West itself was rediscovered by
successive generations of explorers, a process that in
turn helped shape its culture. Nineteenth-century
western exploration, Goetzmann writes, can be
divided into three stages. The first, beginning with the
Lewis and Clark expedition in 1804, was marked by
the need to collect practical information, such as the
locations of the best transportation routes through
the wilderness. Then came the era of settlement and
investment - the drive to fulfill the Manifest Destiny of
a nation beginning to realize what immense riches lay
beyond the Mississippi. The final stage involved a
search for knowledge of a different kind, as botanists
and paleontologists, ethnographers and engineers
hunted intensively for scientific information in the
"frontier laboratory." This last phase also saw a
rethinking of the West's place in the national scheme;
it was a time of nascent conservation movements and
public policy discussions aboutthe region's future.
Drawing on a wealth of primary sources, Goetzmann
offers a masterful overview of the opening of the
West, as well as a fascinating study of the nature of
exploration and its consequences for civilization.
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North-western Christian Advocate
Origins
The State of Open Data
CANADA STARWATCH helps stargazers of all levels
learn how and when to identify the major
constellations at their latitude. This book also serves
as an accessible and in-depth beginner's guide to the
stars. With chapters on the makings and movements
of stars, the mythology of the constellations, the everchanging moon, the planets, and buying a telescope,
this guide is essential reading for any aspiring
stargazer. Includes 12 monthly star maps set for
Canada skies, 21 constellation diagrams, a local
resources guide, a planet locator, a list of the
brightest stars in Canada, and more than 80 beautiful
color photographs of the heavens.

The Cinema of David Cronenberg
The Tornadoes of Western Canada
ÒIn this age of hi-tech, impersonal living, our
individual identities are in danger of being submerged
and our collective past is easily forgotten. History is
therefore more important now than it has been in any
previous time. It is a corrective that insists we are not
defined as a number in a data bank, but as people
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who have lived in relation to time and circumstances.
Our roots lie not in a code but in interactions with
other people and in the flow of daily events.
ÒCanadian Baptists have eagerly awaited the day
that someone would produce a comprehensive,
candid and faithful report of who we are and what
major events helped shape our identity. This book can
only strengthen Canadian Baptist relationships, as it
brings to mind our common or similar beginnings.
ÒThe author of this history, Dr. Harry A. Renfree, has
done us an immense service by giving us a history
worth reflecting upon and one which ought to spur us
on to glorify God in His church's mission. Well
qualified to share his gifts as writer and interpreter,
Dr. Renfree is a Canadian Baptist who has given
lifelong leadership in the cause of Christ in this
country. ÒMy hope is that the readers of this book will
come to understand how Canadian Baptists have
sought to serve Christ throughout their history and
right up to the present day. May God's leading in this
historic endeavour cause us to grieve over the errors
of the past, to rejoice in the grace of God that has
marked our joyful times and to firmly resolve to go
forth in this day in our land to honour the Baptist
name through true humility and servanthood.--R. C.
CoffinGeneral SecretaryÐTreasurerCanadian Baptist
Federation

Great plains quarterly
Canada
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Compendium of extraordinary adventures and
supranormal events and phenomena men have
witnessed on the high seas.

Physical Geology
This book is open access under a CC BY-NC 2.5
license. The Gulf of Mexico is an open and dynamic
marine ecosystem rich in natural resources but
heavily impacted by human activities, including
agricultural, industrial, commercial and coastal
development. The Gulf of Mexico has been
continuously exposed to petroleum hydrocarbons for
millions of years from natural oil and gas seeps on the
sea floor, and more recently from oil drilling and
production activities located in the water near and far
from shore. Major accidental oil spills in the Gulf are
infrequent; two of the most significant include the
Ixtoc I blowout in the Bay of Campeche in 1979 and
the Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill in 2010.
Unfortunately, baseline assessments of the status of
habitats and biota in the Gulf of Mexico before these
spills either were not available, or the data had not
been systematically compiled in a way that would
help scientists assess the potential short-term and
long-term effects of such events. This 2-volume series
compiles and summarizes thousands of data sets
showing the status of habitats and biota in the Gulf of
Mexico before the Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill.
Volume 1 covers: water and sediment quality and
contaminants in the Gulf; natural oil and gas seeps in
the Gulf of Mexico; coastal habitats, including flora
and fauna and coastal geology; offshore benthos and
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plankton, with an analysis of current knowledge on
energy capture and energy flows in the Gulf; and
shellfish and finfish resources that provide the basis
for commercial and recreational fisheries.
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